[Improvement of pulmonary angiography in the framework of a maintenance of certification].
This evaluation of clinical practices (pulmonary embolus) was performed to evaluate the quality of CT pulmonary angiograms for suspected acute pulmonary embolus. Five validated criteria evaluating both the acquisition technique and the quality of image interpretation were selected: slice thickness, pulmonary arterial enhancement over 250 HU, caudocranial acquisition, visualization of fifth order pulmonary arterial branches, and right-left ventricular ratio in the presence of pulmonary embolus. Forty CT pulmonary angiograms were reviewed before and after implementation of a practice quality improvement program: modification of acquisition protocol, training of medical and paramedical staff, and implementation of a standardized radiology report. Thin collimation was already implemented. The implementation of two other technical parameters significantly improved the technical quality of the examinations. The detection of findings with adverse clinical outcome was also significantly improved. Only the accuracy of detection of embolus involving fifth order pulmonary arterial branches could not be improved, a criteria allowing formal exclusion of pulmonary embolus. This study resulted in an improvement in the quality of CT pulmonary angiograms and increased awareness of radiologists for the prognostic value of right ventricular dilatation. It has also underscored the need for quality control of a CT pulmonary angiogram prior to interpretation.